With Industry 4.0, IT infrastructure has started to be used more effectively in the manufacturing sector. Cyber physical systems, IoT, cloud manufacturing, big data are some of the technologies that make up the concept of Industry 4.0. These technologies have solved many problems in the manufacturing sector. One of these technologies, cloud manufacturing technology, has emerged with the idea of pay as you go. This technology has enabled manufacturing resources to be leased and shared on a global scale. However, it has problems arising from its central structure and the need for a reliable 3rd party. Reliability, security, continuity, scalability, data lock-in, single point failure, data manipulation are some of the main problems. Blockchain (BC) is a decentralized and distributed technology. The data stored on the BC network cannot be altered in any way. With these features, we believe that BC-supported cloud manufacturing systems can overcome the aforementioned problems and eliminates the need for a reliable 3rd party. Based on this belief, in this study the agreements and communication between the resource provider and the customer, which is one of the basic functions of cloud manufacturing platforms, are realized with a decentralized application using BC-based smart contracts (SCs). The designed application is called the decentralized cloud manufacturing application (DCMApp). DCMApp does not operate on a fully public BC network, it has a hybrid structure and uses the Ethereum network as a public BC network. These features make DCMApp different from other BC-based cloud manufacturing applications. DCMApp's hybrid structure has enabled more transparent, economic and safe manufacturing agreements. It is also possible to store agreements on the BC network at a low cost without installing any server infrastructure. The use of Ethereum network makes it almost impossible to manipulate agreements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Technological developments in manufacturing systems have changed the competitive factors in the sector. Before 1970s, cost, which is one of these factors, one the most important factor, whereas quality gained importance after the 70s. By 1990s, service and environmental factors gained importance and in the 21st century, information became the most important factor [1] . The information is the foundation of the 4th industrial revolution, namely, Industry 4.0.
The term Industry 4.0 collectively refers to a wide range of current concepts, including cyber-physical systems (CPS), internet of things (IoT), simulation, cloud computing, big data and advanced analysis techniques, service-oriented The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fabrizio Messina .
technologies, virtualisation and so on [2] - [8] . These technologies and paradigms provide solutions to different needs of manufacturing systems.
Combining recently emerged technologies with advanced manufacturing models and information technologies, Cloud Manufacturing is a new manufacturing paradigm that meets the needs of manufacturing systems. A number of significant researches have been made to develop cloud manufacturing technologies, design the system architectures, and define cloud manufacturing and key characteristics [9] .
Cloud manufacturing is based on cloud computing. Cloud computing highlights two features: ease of access and shared use of resources [10] . Cloud manufacturing, with these two feature of cloud computing, increases customers' accessibility to manufacturing resources and capabilities through the Internet [11] . VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ There is no standart definition of cloud manufacturing yet [12] . The first definition of cloud manufacturing was proposed by Li et al. [13] . Academic and industrial communities have shown great interest in this new concept. Many definitions of cloud manufacturing have been made in academic communities that highlighted different characteristics of cloud manufacturing.
Zhang et al. describe cloud manufacturing as serviceoriented, knowledge-based, an intelligent network agile manufacturing model and technology [14] . Wang et al. describe cloud manufacturing as an integrated cyber physical system that provides manufacturing services on demand [15] . Adamson et al. describe it as a product realization model that enables rapid product development and innovation at minimum cost between cloud manufacturing service providers and customers [12] . Ren et al. describe it that ''cloud manufacturing is a smart networked manufacturing model that embraces cloud computing, aiming at meeting growing demands for higher product individualisation, broader global cooperation, knowledge-intensive innovation and increased market-response agility'' [16] .
When the definitions of cloud manufacturing in the literature are examined, it can be said that cloud manufacturing is a new manufacturing paradigm that includes cloud computing, IoT, networked manufacturing model, cyber physical systems, service-oriented manufacturing model, virtual manufacturing model. Cloud manufacturing stands out with the following features:
• There is a shareable pool that holds a variety of manufacturing resources and capabilities [17] .
• Manufacturer can acquire resources from service providers as per needs [18] and pay as you go.
• Systems at different points can communicate with each other via the Internet network and benefit from each other.
• Parts of cloud manufacturing applications can offer distributed service on different platforms.
• Different service users can run different platforms concurrently on the same infrastructure [19] .
• Virtualization • On-demand self-service. These properties have eliminated many limitations of conventional manufacturing. In conventional manufacturing systems, the limits of the system are determined by the components that make up the system. There are limits to the range of parts or products that can be made on the system. The options of a company are only limited by partners in its network. Business partners and the company's resources around the system emerge as the biggest obstacle to the development of the system. Especially for SMEs, development will be limited to the budget as this will increase costs. During the manufacturing stage of a product, various resources and business partners are needed. In traditional manufacturing models, the procurement, maintenance, operation and all other stages of these partners or resources belong to the company. In order to overcome these problems caused by traditional manufacturing methods, managing each part with a cloud network by distributing responsibilities will improve productivity.
With cloud manufacturing, businesses can meet their needs without any investment by using a centralized and remotely accessible system. To take advantage of CM, users can use cloud manufacturing software interfaces. Cloud manufacturing platforms include 2 types of users: Service provider and customer. The service providers identify and market their advantaged resources and competitive capabilities in the cloud platform. Customers publish their customized demands, such as design drawings, process requirements, quality metrics, time of delivery and green standards [20] and discover and rent resources or functions available in the system. Service providers are the parties that take full responsibility for the services they offer in cloud manufacturing. The cloud user is offered the entire cloud service. Users only use the services they need. They don't have to own any resources.
Although the concept of cloud manufacturing provides solutions to many problems of traditional manufacturing, it remains insufficient at some points and causes some problems in the manufacturing. Some of the problematic points of cloud manufacturing can be highlighted below:
• Central systems need a reliable intermediary. • In centralized or decentralized systems, resources can be rented to more than one person. But this situation causes data from different users to be stored at a single point in centralized systems.
• User data is stored and managed in the format designed by the application owner.
• Users can access their own data to the extent permitted by the cloud application.
• The lack of a standard spoken language among cloud platforms, keeping data in different forms in the application makes data access difficult and forms the basis for data lock-in problem.
• Responsibilities are distributed on cloud manufacturing platforms. You have to trust the companies that take responsibility. It creates a dependency in system [21] .
• Users have limited control over the cloud application [22] . These features of cloud manufacturing make it inefficient in scalability, interoperability, reliability, security, data confidentiality, efficiency, continuity and flexibility [10] , [23] , [24] It is possible to use blockchain (BC) technology to solve many of these problems. BC technology offers an innovative approach to decentralized and fully distributed mechanism in industries and businesses [25] . The BC technology basically can be considered as an immutable distributed ledger. BC is a technology that comes to the fore with guaranteeing the reliability of the data it stores. The BC technology has the following powerful characteristic:
• BC operates on a decentralized network. The system does not belong to a single entity. The decentralized structure of the BC technology increases the scalability of the network.
• Validation of the data in the network is provided by the whole network by consensus algorithms.
• After confirming each activity on the network, it is permanently recorded as a block. The blocks are linked to the previous block with hash information. So, transactions can be traced from the starting point to the final state.
• A copy of the approved information is available on all nodes on the network. This can be seen as a security vulnerability. But, this is a requirement to ensure reliability.
• Network management is provided by the rules of the network without a centralized management system.
BC inherently provides several important technological advantages such as durability, invariance, process integrity and transparency to users that are implications of its structural architecture [25] . Smart contracts (SC) has led to the development of many applications based on the BC network. There are studies that BC-supported CM applications can solve some problems of CM as in Li et al. [26] .
Li et al. have designed BC-supported cloud manufacturing platform [26] . This platform operates in a peer to peer distributed network. The proposed platform is called ''BCmfg''. BCmfg platform is designed on a BC network installed using multichain software on virtualized servers. The BC network used in this study is designed for this model only, not a public BC network used for other purposes. Data on this BC network is encrypted and all data is recorded simultaneously on both the network and the database.
In this study, it is explained how to model and develop a BC-supported cloud manufacturing application using public BC networks. The developed application uses the public Ethereum BC network. The Ethereum is a network that supports SCs and offers a wide range of applications. The developed BC-supported cloud manufacturing application is hybrid; the data is not only kept on the BC network, but also some of the data is stored in the local databases on the users' computers. Important data is stored in the Ethereum network for a reasonable fee. To design a completely public cloud manufacturing application, all data have to be stored in the public BC network. But it is not possible to design such a system. Because the data size will be too large and too many write operations will have to be performed, it will increase the fees paid significantly. In this study a hybrid structure is preferred both for a decentralized application and to keep costs at a reasonable level. Storing important data on the Ethereum network makes the application run forever without the need for any central server infrastructure. The highlights of our preference for Ethereum network are as follows.
• The use of the public BC network allows the application to be used by any person.
• Ethereum has a market value and is the most popular network supporting SC. With Ethereum cryptocurrency, users can securely transfer money.
• The use of a known cryptocurrency network allows users to easily buy and sell this currency from the market.
An unknown money transfer in an unknown network will make the system unsafe.
In this study a hybrid BC based decentralized cloud manufacturing application model is designed. In this model, it is ensured that the two parties can make a manufacturing agreement between each other and follow the cloud manufacturing process without the need of a third party by the help of SCs in BC network. The novelty of this study is that a decentralized CM application can be run on public BC networks using SCs with the help of hybrid model. The hybrid model has enabled more transparent, economic and trusty manufacturing agreements and communication. It is also possible to store agreements on the BC network at a low cost without installing any server infrastructure. In this model, communication, data transfer and fee transfer between the parties on a BC-based public network is presented. Also a decentralized application has been realized and it is explained how it can be developed with SCs in Ethereum network from public BC networks.
II. RELATED WORK A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
BC technology can be viewed of as a distributed database that holds a list of data records, or as a general ledger, keeping all processes shared and run between participants [27] . Unlike the classical database and ledger, it is decentralized and distributed.
A paper, ''Bitcoin: A Peer-To-Peer Electronic Cash System'', was published in 2008 by a person / group under the name Satoshi Nakamoto [28] . This article introduces electronic money that allows direct online payments from one party to another without an intermediary [29] . After a few months, in 2009, Bitcoin application was implemented [27] . Similar applications were developed using the basic features of Bitcoin cryptocurrency and the applications were labeled with the term cryptocurrency. Bitcoin, one of the most used cryptocurrencies, achieved a great success in 2019 with a capital market of approximately 223 billion dollars [30] .
BC technology, which forms the basis of Bitcoin, became popular with the success of Bitcoin. Bitcoin has increased people's interest in BC technology, but it has also made people skeptical about this technology. Many economists have criticized Bitcoin. Many experts have advocated Bitcoin as the best investment tool as a global unit.
Bitcoin is based on classic BC technology. Classical BC technology suffers from data synchronization, double spending problems in distributed systems. The data synchronization problem has been attempted to be solved by applying the consensus model. The double spending problem is solved by a decentralized payment system rely on proof of work (PoW) [31] , [32] . This solution was first applied by Satoshi Nakamota in the Bitcoin white paper [33] . With the improvements made, the BC technology currently used is slightly different from conventional BC technology. The BC technology used in this article is a completely distributed and decentralized system with P2P communication based on consensus and PoW models [33] . The general architecture of BC technology used in the study is shown in figure 1 .
As shown in Figure 1a , each block has block size, block header, transaction counter and transaction fields. The block header field has 6 fields in itself: version, previous block hash, merkle root hash, time stamp, difficulty target and nonce. Version field allows you to monitor the software protocol. The previous block hash field holds the hash value of the previous block. If there is any change in the transaction field, the value in the hash field changes. This area ensures data security. The Merkle root field holds the hash value of the merkle tree in BC. Approved transactions are included in the merkle tree, and if there is any change in the transaction, the root hash value of the local tree associated with the transaction changes, and all blocks created after the modified block are lost. The Difficulty target field indicates the degree of difficulty of the PoW algorithm. The nonce value is a random value used for the proof of work algorithm.
As shown in Figure 1b , the BC network starts with the genesis block. The genesis block has different areas than the other blocks and represents the starting block of the chain. The Genesis block is created by the person who started the chain. This block contains the basic structure and rules of the BC.
Users must register to the network to take action on the network. The registered user has public and private keys. Any person with private key is authorized to perform all transactions for this account. The transactions formed by the people in the BC are evaluated by consensus algorithms. Transactions validated by consensus algorithm are included in the chain as a block. The blocks are seen by all people in the chain.
Bitcoin is based on classic BC technology and was developed for value transfer only. It is not suitable for the development of applications in different areas. The development of BC-based applications in different areas is made possible by SCs. SCs contain executable functions and status variables [34] . When developers design and submit a SC (SC) to the network, the logic of the SC's content can never be changed by anyone. People who accept and approve the SC are obliged to apply the contents of the SC. Execution of the code under certain conditions in the BC network is guaranteed by SCs [34] . With the unique features and development of BC technology, BC technology is used not only in value transfer but also in many areas such as gaming, supply chain, health, education and proof of ownership [35] , [36] .
Applications may need different security level, network access permission, speed level, network structure according to their purpose. Some applications need a completely decentralized network structure, while others may accept partial centralization. There are different types of BC technology to meet these needs. These types are public, private and consortium BC. In the public BC which is all decentralized, everyone on the network can access all of the records, and participate in the consensus process. This does not mean that the network is not secure [26] . Security is provided by cryptography. Bitcoin application is an example of public BC network. In the consortium BC network, the selected nodes participate in the consensus process. This leads to partial centralization. Access to records on the network can be restricted. In the private BC network, the owner of the BC network participate in the consensus process. Nodes approved by the person / company managing the network can join the private BC network [37] .
The participation of the whole network in the consensus process in the public BC network makes it almost impossible to modify or delete transactions created in this network. In the consortium and private BC networks, transactions can be easily modified because they have a limited number of participants and only the allowed nodes are included in the consensus process. In these networks, security and reliability depend on the network's administrators. As everyone can join the public BC network, the network grows rapidly and the security of recordings is enhanced. The use of the public BC network is less costly than the creation of the consortium and private BC network. Any SC supported public BC application and architecture can be used cost-effectively in different applications. This allows for faster development of applications.
Ethereum is a public BC network application that supports SCs. In this study, Ethereum network is used to take the advantages of public BC network and SCs. The Ethereum network is the second largest BC network after the Bitcoin network. As malicious people take over the majority of the network, the information on the network can be changed and the wrong information confirmed. The large network will prevent this bad scenario. For this reason, using Ethereum network which is accepted all over the world with a large number of participants in the system will increase the reliability of the system.
B. BLOCKCHAIN SUPPORTED DAPP
The data of recently popular applications such as Whatsapp, Twitter, etc. are stored on servers that are responsible for a single organization / person. Such applications are centralized applications. Centralized applications have limitations such as security, the need for reliable third-party, less transparency, single point failure. Because of these limitations, it may be necessary to avoid a central structure in all or some of the applications.
Decentralized applications (dApp) are distributed applications running on a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Application data is not maintained on a single server, and multiple nodes on the network have copies of the data. Torrent applications are examples of dApps running on P2P networks. Large files are shared with the torrent application. There are many websites that provide access to these files and search engines. Thus, the loss of a node and the loss of access to the node do not prevent accessibility to the system. As the number of people sharing files increases, the file downloads faster. When the sharing stops, the network breaks and the previous steps and the shared file disappear.
DApps built on the basic architecture of BC technology have some different features from traditional dApps:
• The application should use a crypto token. • The application must be open source.
• Application data must be stored on a decentralized BC. • Consensus algorithms (PoW based algorithm, Proof of Stake, Delegated Proof of Stake algorithm) should be used.
• With SCs, local functions in dApp have become functions that run on the BC network. So, It is guaranteed that the functions cannot be changed. Thanks to these features, BC-supported dApps are more reliable. Data cannot be modified or deleted in BC-supported dApps. In dApps like Torrent, history is not kept, data loss occurs, event flow can not be stored. Figure 3 shows a basic flow of BC-supported dApp. A transaction is created. The transaction, referred to as a node, are notified to p2p network of computers. The transaction is verified by a consensus algorithm by a group of computers, by a single computer, or by the entire network according to the BC type and verified transaction connects to the next block. Thus, a new data block is added to the ledger. The transaction is now permanently stored in the BC network.
On the Ethereum platform, dApps are performed with SCs. For dApps created with SCs, registration is performed only with a special address without any personal information. The rules and core structure of the application are written using the solidity language supported by SCs. To develop a BCsupported dApp, it is possible to use any software language that can communicate with the BC network. In this study, application is developed by using C# language on dotnet core framework. The details of the application are described in Chapter IV.
III. IMPORTANCE OF DAPP IN CLOUD MANUFACTURING
Cloud manufacturing applications/architecture structure is shaped according to past experiences, different perspectives of industry and academic environment and solutions offered to different needs. Despite the differences in cloud manufacturing applications, applications have common features. A cloud manufacturing application is centralized for whatever purpose it is prepared for. There are many problems that cloud manufacturing platforms have because of their central structure.
In order to implement cloud manufacturing platforms, the system needs to be designed and installed. Installation and maintenance of such systems are costly. This cost must be met in some way from users. Users must pay this cost to receive services from the application. Since cloud manufacturing platforms are applications running over the internet, it is not possible to benefit from the functions of the application by downloading the application to the computer once. However, in a dApp, users are not connected to any center. They can run the functions offered by the application from any point. If the functions offered by cloud manufacturing systems are provided to users within a BC supported dApp, users can use these functions freely with an application that is independent of a central point and can transfer value between the parties. In summary, BC-supported decentralized cloud manufacturing applications will eliminate the need for a central server, and users will not be charged for the operation and maintenance of the central application. As shown in Figure 2 , a conventional application needs a central server, whereas decentralized applications do not need any central server.
In centralized application, access to the application takes place from a single physical point. The application may become inaccessible due to damage to the physical server, attacking the application, or terminating the application. This will interrupt the process and cause serious losses. Failure in cloud manufacturing systems results in material losses for both the service provider and the receiving party. In order to provide uninterrupted service, the platform must have a high quality network connection and the physical machines on which the application is running must be hassle free and secure [19] . In BC supported dApps, the continuity of service will not depend on a single point. In case of a problem in any node of the BC network, the continuity of the service can be easily achieved by connecting to another node. The BC-supported decentralized cloud manufacturing application can be run continuously from any point and provide the functionality needed between the parties.
The same application serves many users in cloud manufacturing systems. Within the application, user data is stored in a common database. The user logging in to the application, with the authorization given to him/her, makes transactions on the screens related to him in the application. A user authentication system is used to allow the user to log into the application. These systems are usually based on user name and password information. There are also applications that use 2FA method (two factor authentication) to increase the security of the login system. However, these security measures are designed to protect users from external threats only. It does not offer any security measures against the threats of those who manage or develop the application. Any person who has access to the application's database is a potential threat to the system. In the BC-supported cloud manufacturing application, the user stores the data that are verified by a large audience in the BC network. By running the application on its own computer, the user can do all the operations by using the secret key of his wallet without sharing the user name and password information with a remote server.
In central cloud manufacturing applications, data remains locked within the application if the application is inaccessible. The user cannot access his/her data in an emergency or extract it from the central application for use on another platform. Even worse, the application can completely delete this data after a certain period of time or may sell this data. For example; The online storage service called Linkup was closed in 2008 after it lost access to more than 45% of customer data [38] . Linkup relied on Nirvanix to store customer data. 20,000 Linkup users were no longer able to receive services. 20,000 Linkup users' data was lost. Keeping user data locked within the platform is a user guarantee for app owners, while leaving users vulnerable to increased prices, reliability and accessibility problems.
Increasing the number of users of the application is of great importance for the application owner. In a cloud manufacturing application, increasing the number of users increases product diversity and shopping. Shopping takes place in two ways. The purchaser sends the fee to the application or directly to the owner of the product. If the application acts as an intermediary during the shopping process, the fee is kept in the bank account of the application acting as an intermediary. The fee is sent to the person who sells the product with the approval of the person receiving the product. The intermediary application receives commission fees for all these transactions.
In cloud manufacturing applications, users need a reliable intermediary and the functioning of the process is controlled by the institution or persons, not by the system. The intermediary institution/persons may choose any party in a possible dispute between the parties and not be impartial. In the BC network, SCs guarantee agreements between the parties. The parties must fully comply with the rules contained in the SC. So, the security of the agreements will be guaranteed. Agreements with BC-supported dApp are verified by the entire network. The agreements are integrated into the processes of BC-supported dApp applications. No intermediary is needed. For example; If it is planned to make a fee transfer in case the relevant conditions are met, the fee in the system is not transferred until the terms of the agreement are fulfilled. There is no need for a bank or intermediary company for fee transfer. The security of the money is provided free of charge.
IV. A DAPP APPLICATION FOR MANUFACTURING PROCESS MANAGEMENT IN THE CLOUD MANUFACTURING PLATFORM
In this study, the basic form of manufacturing cycle realized in cloud manufacturing environment is realized as decentralized and distributed with the help of SCs. This distributed application uses the Ethereum network with a public BC network. There are a number of requirements that this application must meet are listed below.
Requirements:
• Businesses or individuals must be able to register the machines (resources) they own.
• The customer must be able to register the job to the system.
• The customer must see resources that may be appropriate for the job.
• The customer must be able to send proposals to the resource provider for the work to be done.
• Resource provider must be able to see and evaluate job offers.
• All transactions must be operated on a SC. As in cloud manufacturing, the audience who wants to get the job done in this application is called the customer, and the audience who does the job is called the resource provider. In this application, the resource provider is the owner of resources to be used in manufacturing. The resource provider must accurately define all the properties of their resources when uploading their resources to the system. In this application, customers are the people who upload their job descriptions to the system and search for the relevant resources in the system and ask for the most suitable resource to be done.
Users need a BC wallet to operate on any BC network. Since the Ethereum network is used in this application, users are required to create an Ethereum wallet. This can be easily done with various wallet applications for free. Wallet is a crypto-protected tool with an address and a private key to perform transactions on the network. The private key needs to be protected very well. Once the user has a wallet, they can start using the application. The sequence diagram of the application is shown in the Figure 3 .
The resource provider registers its resources in the distributed cloud manufacturing application (DCMApp). During the registration process, the necessary information is collected through the interface and written into a SC. A unique SC address is created. This address will now be used for all operations on the resource. In order to perform this transaction, the resource owner has to make a transaction using his/her own wallet. It is mandatory for all users to make transactions with a wallet. It is not enough to only save resources to DCMApp. Users should also be able to view saved resources. For this, the SC addresses created for the sources should be collected in a list. This list can be stored in another SC or in any database. If the list is stored in an SC, for each new item added, it must write to the SC where the list is held. This will increase the cost. However, the list will be able to be stored in a distributed manner. The distributed storage of the list ensures that the list cannot be changed unchecked. If the list is stored in a central database, the cost will be significantly reduced, but; the reliability problem will arise. In this study, it can be said that it would be more appropriate to store it in a database since manipulation of the list of sources addresses will not cause a serious security problem.
After selecting the relevant resources, the customer enters the details of the job and the deadline. The application creates a customer-specific SC in the BC network and all remaining operations continue through the SC. The customer makes quot through the application to the selected sources. The quote process initiates a workflow for the relevant resources within the SC. During the operation of the SC, the workflow specified in the SC is fully monitored. This process is preprocessed into the SC and propagates the entire network. So, changing the data in the SC is no longer possible.
When requesting a quote, it is written to the Job Contract (JC) created for the job. The quotation must be notified to the resource provider. This notification can be processed to the SC of the resource or sent to the contact address specified in the SC of the resource by email or similar methods. Sending the notification via email or SC will not make any changes to the operation of the process. Therefore, sending by email is seen as a logical solution because it will provide faster notification and cost less. Only the resource owner can respond to this quote within JC. The resource owner acquires information about the business after reviewing the quote. The resource owner creates a job plan for that resource and generates the quotation. Once the resource owner has made the preparations, he/she enters the quote and information on when to deliver it to JC. In this way, the resource owner has submitted his offer to the BC network through SCs.
The customer reviews the offers made by all source providers. The customer may accept one of the offers or reject all offers and request new offers. If the customer accepts, JC will now complete the entire offer process. The fee offered by the customer is recorded in the SC. Thus, both the customer and the source provider are secured. The customer pays the fee with the existing Ethereum in the wallet. After the customer makes the payment to JC and gives the job confirmation, JC's status now changes to ''JobAssigned''. When the resource owner completes the job, he sends the order to the customer and the document number obtained according to the delivery method is saved to JC. The job status is now saved to JC as ''Sent'' and a counter is started. This counter will be used for automatic confirmation mechanism.
After the customer receives the order, the confirmation method in JC is called. This method transfers the money in JC to the resource owner's wallet and marks the JC as ''Completed''. If the customer does not confirm receipt of the order, at the end of the maximum approval period, the source owner is entitled to receive the fee from JC. The maximum approval time is the information specified when creating JC. All transactions between the customer and the sourcing provider are recorded on the Ethereum network with a SC. SC data is permanently stored within the Ethereum BC network.
A. SMART CONTRACTS
SCs are permanently registered to the system as an application instance when deployed to a BC network. A new application instance is created for each instance created from the same SC code. A SC code contains variables and functions. In this application, when using SCs, it is discussed whether to store all jobs in a single SC or to create a new SC instance from the same SC code for each job. Both options will make the system work. However, if we compare these two methods, it can be understood why it would be more appropriate to create a new SC instance for each job.
In case all operations are performed in a single SC instance;
• Advantages: -There is no charge for the new SC deployment.
• Disadvantages: -All operations are stored in the same SC.
-It is difficult to update.
-Since a single SC address will be generated, the use of the same address may cause security problems. -It is very difficult to maintain in the long-term.
-The person deploying the SC may have access to the SC.
In case a new SC is created for each business agreement;
• Advantages: -Only one job's information will be stored in the SC. VOLUME 8, 2020 -It is possible to use a more up-to-date SC code immediately in a new business agreement. -Creating SC addresses separately for each job will ensure that only those involved know this SC address. -Since the person requesting the job does the SC deployment, no unknown person will have stored any information on the SC. -When the job is finished, all functions of the SC will be sealed.
• Disadvantages: -Re-deploying SC for each new business will increase the cost.
B. IMPLEMENTATION OF DCMAPP
The solidity and C# programming languages are used in the implementation of DCMApp. Ethereum SCs are written using solidity programming language. The application is developed using C# language with dotnet core framework. Dotnet core framework has been chosen because it is open source and cross platform. In addition, it is preferred because developers have experience in C# programming language. The application has a distributed structure thanks to its ability to connect to the Ethereum network. In order not to be a centralized application, more than one sample should be able to solve the same problem, regardless of a single point. However, preparing a completely distributed and completely independent application from a single point poses a number of challenges. For a completely independent application design, the following questions should be answered; ''Where will the data be stored?'', ''How will the application be distributed to users?'', ''How will version management be performed?'', ''How to store common data?''.
In this application, the data that must be stored in a distributed structure, is stored in SCs. In order to achieve a completely distributed structure, storing all information in a SC would be a very costly solution. It is therefore conceivable to store a set of data with a non-distributed solution. Storing data in a local database within the application, which will not compromise agreements, would be a cost-effective solution. The most important principle of the application is to never compromise reliability. SCs, which ensure the safety of the process, store and operate the key information of the process. However, during the operation of the process, a number of detailed information is kept in local databases by different methods. This detail information; a job design file, SC addresses of resources saved on the network, capabilities of these resources, and many more. Storing this information on a central server, can be seen as a solution. However, it would be undesirable for a distributed application to operate while adhering to a central point. Whether the application is connected to a central point of a person or institution, both in terms of security and continuity, will cause serious problems in the long term. Various cloud storage solutions can be a helpful tool at this point. This solution will be a very practical solution especially for private sharing between the parties. As an alternative, the IPFS system, which can also run in a distributed manner, is used to store data on users. The data contained in the IPFS system is stored in a distributed manner throughout the world. The user can store and share his / her own data. In this study detail information data is stored in a central repository and syncronized with client's local database. This data also can be stored in IPFS or other cloud storage solutions in the future.
Since the application is prepared by using dotnet core, it can be packaged and run one copy on the users' computers. If users cannot do this, only one copy of the application can be run on one central or multiple servers to simplify operations. Thus, only knowing the web address will be enough for the application to be used. This does not prevent the application from being distributed. The operations will continue to be performed in the same way on the Ethereum network. The structure of the application is seen in Figure 4 . The application communicates with Ethereum network with rest based web services. The NEthereum library is used in the Ethereum network to operate in C#. The NEthereum library allows you to perform operations on the Ethereum network using the C# language only. You can deploy a SC written in solidity language to the network with this library and execute its functions. SCs prepared with Solidity are converted to C# classes with NEthereum. These classes include bytecode and ABIs of SCs. Proxy methods are created automatically for all functions that SCs have.
There are two basic SCs within the application. The first SC is prepared for resources. It is called resource smart contract (RSC) The second is the SC code prepared for the jobs to be done in the sources. It is called job smart contract (JSC). The RSC variables can be seen in the code 1. In the RSC, only the resource is defined. An RSC should be created for each of the resources that will serve the cloud manufacturing environment. However, the addresses of all these definitions should be collected at one point. This problem can be solved with another SC, where all resources have SC addresses, but will be costly and difficult to maintain. Instead, it would be much more practical and inexpensive to store only addresses on a central server and distribute them to all users. Using a remote resource repository, which is hosted on a central server, users will be able to sync data into their local databases.
JSC are redeployed to the network for each job. For each job, the customer uploading the job to the system must deploy a SC code through the application. This can be done easily through the application. Enumerations, structs, variables and functions are available in JSC design. Enumerations describe the status of the job and the offer. Enumeration JobStatus defines 6 different states of the job. These enumeration values are as follows: Created, OffersPending, JobAssigned, Sent, Confirmed, Deleted. OfferStatus enumeration defines Offer-Requested and OfferResponded. The Offer struct, in which an offer is represented, is defined as code 2.
In JSC, defined variables can be seen in the code 3. Some of these variables are used in constructor method while JSC is created and some of them are used in other functions. Basically, the JSC's date information, status, a list of offerers recorded, acceptance status and date information of the process after the offer is accepted, and information such as post-delivery information are stored in these variables. The user who creates the JSC always calls the constructor method during creation. Details of the constructor method can be seen in code 4. In addition, by default in the constructor method, the caller is assigned as the contract owner, the current date is assigned to the createDate variable, and the job status is assigned as Created.
After calling JSC constructor method, variables are initialized. JSC's functions are now ready to use on the BC network. These functions can be seen in code 6. All of these functions are operated by checking a number of conditions before being operated. For example, a job offer can only be made by the user using the contract owner address, or the response to an offer can only be made by the resource owner whose wallet address is registered in the bid list. This type of validation is performed with the ''require(boolean)'' function of the solidity language in all functions. Example responseOffer function is given in code 5. Users cannot operate these functions unless the necessary conditions are met. Each function defined in the SC will be executed on a computer on the Ethereum network. Any changes to the SC variables will be processed into blocks in the chain and distributed to the entire Ethereum network. Therefore, the operations performed on SC are trusted. Any client that is part of the Ethereum network will be running web services that accept remote calls. SC functions can be operated by remote calling to any computer in the Ethereum network. This makes it possible to integrate SCs with other systems.
The site map of the application is given in Figure 5 . The application has two main menus, Resources and Job. Within the Resources menu, menus are designed in which resource providers can manage their resources. Under the Jobs menu, there are screens that can create and manage business agreements for a job. Job adding / editing screen can be seen in Figure 6 . Customer see him job list from job list screen which is shown in Figure 7 . From the job operations screen ( Figure 10 ) users can go to resources and list offers screens. In order to find resources resource finder screen ( Figure 9 ) lists available resources from the resource repository. Figure 8 shows offers status and also shows contract details of selected offer. Within the Resources menu, menus are designed in which resource providers can manage their resources. Resource owners can manage their resources into the resource repository. Related screens can be seen from Figure 11 .
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed model is evaluated under two headings in terms of applicability and reliability. In terms of applicability, there are some limitations on how the model can be configured on a public BC network, unlike other distributed cloud manufacturing applications. In terms of reliability, evaluations about how the elimination of intermediaries contributed and how it can provide a trust environment were expressed.
An example study has been conducted on how cloud manufacturing systems can be operated on a public BC network. With the developed application, users can share job-resources in a distributed manner without a central structure on a cloud manufacturing system. The difference of this application from traditional cloud manufacturing applications is that agreements are made on BC.
The use of a public network has enabled the application to be used by any person without any permission or membership. The data privacy provided by private BC can be ensured by encryption methods in public BC networks. Transaction confidentiality provided by the private BC network is not possible in public BC networks. This feature makes the transactions performed in the application more transparent. This application is designed to work on the public BC network. However, some necessary information is not stored in the public BC network, rather it is stored in the local database. This database receives resource information from another repository outside the BC network. This repository can be a server in a centralized or distributed structure. What is important here is not to store all information in a public BC network that requires a processing fee. System should be able to transfer detailed information such as product design, resource information, special messages through different channels. These channels can be storage areas on private servers or cloud services. The information transferred outside the BC network should not violate the agreement between the parties. The size of the information is very important since there is a transaction fee in the Ethereum network. The information on the Ethereum network should only contain the basic information of the agreement between the parties.
By choosing public BC network, the existing BC network is used and thus no additional cost is required. In this way users are able to use the existing BC network without any investment. Thus, users will only make one payment per write transaction using the public BC network. In the private BC or consortium BC networks, there are administrator(s). These networks are managed by specific person(s). An operating cost must be incurred in order for the network to survive continuously. However, in this application, there is no additional charge for the survival of the network.
With DCMApp, users can take part in the system directly through public BC networks without being a member of a group. However, in private and consortium network models, a network have to be created. In order to be a part of this network, permission must be obtained from the administrators who created network, and perhaps a fee may be requested. From an individual perspective, the proposed model is more economical than the private and consortium networks for the reasons mentioned above. The total cost spent on the network varies according to the purpose and scale of the application. In a cloud manufacturing application that is intended to be realized in consortium and private networks, the total cost spent on the network may be less than the public BC depending on its scale. From an individual perspective, it can be said that the use of public BC networks is more economical.
SCs enable users to make bilateral agreements on the BC network. These agreements with SC inherit the security features of the BC network. Thus, additional security measures are not required to secure the agreements. In this study, it is shown how to operate a manufacturing application, not only transferring value on the BC network using SC.
The Ethereum network that supports the public BC network and supports SC has been used in this study. The Ethereum network has been used because it is the most popular network supporting SC and its documentation is easily accessible. Today, many new networks are being developed on the BC network. It is possible to use a BC network that supports another SC. In the future, with the new technological developments on BC, the new BC networks with more cost-effective may be developed. The DCMApp can be rebuilt on these networks. Thus, more cost-effective DCMApp can be developed.
The fact that users do not need any membership system when logging into the application indicates that the information such as user name and password is not stored at a central point. Users can open the application directly from their computers while using the application, and by entering the private key information of the crypto wallets into the application, they can perform private transactions on the public BC network.
Since the application is distributed and stores its data in the local database, it will not be affected by any interruptions. Because the agreements are stored in the Ethereum network, access to this information is possible from any point connected to the Ethereum network. The fact that detailed information is being transferred from a central repository to the application's local database can be seen as a weak point. However, an interruption in repositories will only prevent the retrieval of current information. With the information in the local database, the application will continue to run uninterruptedly. As an example, if the resource repositories, which we consider centrally, cannot serve, users will be able to continue to deal with the existing information from the local database in their applications. They will not be able to obtain information about the new status of the resources only. This can cause two different problems. In the first case, other users will not be aware of a newly added resource in the network. The system will continue to operate with old resource information in DCMApps' local databases. In the second case, the information of an existing resource can be changed or the resource can be passive. In this case, job offers will continue to be sent to this resource based on old information. The resource owner cannot share the current status of the resource with other users, so he does not have to accept job offers from the previous status. Thus, changing the source information will not prevent the operation of the system. Repository service can also be replicated with new servers if necessary. Against possible barriers, such as access restriction by governments, BC networks are capable of continuing to work uninterruptedly. It will be sufficient to have access to any point that can access the Ethereum network. It is therefore not possible for governments to restrict DCMApp.
DCMApp owes its ability to work in a distributed structure to the Ethereum network, as we said before. The Ethereum network is a very reliable network and it is almost impossible to change the operations performed on this network. In order to change past operations on the network, the number of nodes in the network must be at least 50% of the total number of nodes. This attack is called 51% attack. If this attack is attempted, it is necessary to have more than half of the instant processing power for a long time. The processing power of the Ethereum network for the date of 24.06.2019 is 155TH/h. The average cost of obtaining 51% of this power for only 1 hour is $165,246. These values are obtained from the average values of known Ethereum mining companies. Thus, it is easily understood that storing data on the Ethereum network is much safer than storing it on a third party company's computer.
The cost of creating a JSC, it is calculated as approximately 0.02 ETH in the tests. The cost of submitting an offer is calculated as 0.01 ETH. Other processes were found to cost approximately 0.01 ETH. These values can be seen as high values for a small business, but there is a cost for a digital agreement to be made in a secure and distributed network. These agreements is not only stored on one or more computers, but also stored and operated on thousands of computers serving the Ethereum network. The transaction fee has been paid for storing these information on the Ethereum network forever. The fee for such a service that can store lifelong data is very low.
If we compare this work with a central cloud manufacturing platform, it is clear that the central application has failed in terms of security. A central application must run on a server belonging to a person or company. But, this has a cost. A finance must be incurred to develop, maintain and manage not only server costs but also the application. Since there is a commercial concern of a centralized system, a fee is charged to the traders. The pricing policy may vary by company. Some companies charge periodic fees, while others receive commissions per transaction. In the architecture proposed here, the fees paid are paid as the rental fees of the computers operating on the network.
The prominent items in the comparison of cloud manufacturing and BC supported cloud manufacturing are summarized in Table 1 . In addition, the pros and cons of DCMApp are given in the Table 2. • Reliability: In CM, users rely on intermediaries who present the application to users. The system is as reliable as much as the reliability of this broker. However, the BC-supported CM is not connected to a point, the entire BC network ensures the reliability of the system.
• Availability: CM runs on central servers. The uptime rate of the CM application depends entirely on the central server systems. In the BC supported CM applications, when the applications are run on the BC network, they will no longer depend on the central servers and will run on the BC network. In the event that any node in the BC network fails, the other nodes in the network will keep the network running.
• Price: CM applications must be running 24/7. A server is needed for applications to run continuously. The fee paid to the servers continues continuously for certain periods. In the BC supported CM, if the application is designed to run distributed on BC, only a fee will be paid for the transaction. There is no continuously paid fee for the survival of the BC network.
• Development: Since BC supported CM applications will become a dApp, the development of dApp is much more different and difficult than traditional application development processes.
• Data Security: Any person in the CM who has access to the database can change the data. The security of the data depends on the person who accesses the database. However, in BC supported CM is very difficult to change because the data is written to the blocks in the form of chains. This is almost impossible in public BC networks. The developed application can operate in a distributed manner on a continuous living network. A single version of the software prepared in this architecture does not have to be used. Different versions can be used by users in the Ethereum network at the same time. With the new version of the code, users who want to benefit from the improvements will be able to update their applications for new agreements. Since the application is offered as open source, users can continue to use the system with different versions by changing the codes as they wish. It would be very exciting to have an application that can be continuously developed and accessible at any time, regardless of the person or organization. In central applications, it is mandatory to use the version offered by the company. The history of the agreements to be made will be up to the life of the company.
VI. CONCLUSION
With the capabilities of cloud manufacturing, resource owners and resource-seeking users can easily share resources through platforms. However, the reliability of the platforms is seen as a question mark for the users. In this study, a BC based application is introduced for users to make agreements among themselves without the need of any third party. The originality of this study is that the agreements are realized through the Ethereum network, which is a public BC network and supports SC. However, the application is designed in a hybrid structure. Thanks to the hybrid structure, users pay only for agreements that need to be secured. If the application was run in a completely public structure, all information would have to be stored on the public network, which would incur a serious cost. Apart from all this, in private networks, the fact that the network is controlled by a person or organization raises serious questions for users. In addition, the server infrastructure must be provided by a party for private networks. For these reasons, a hybrid structure was preferred. With this model, users will be able to make manufacturing agreements between each other and make their payments without any intermediaries. In this study, the use of BC technology in cloud manufacturing is attempted to be explained with an example application and it is aimed to shed light on the future studies. For future work, designed SCs may be developed and other services, such as machining as a service, will be directly integrated into the system.
